
MATH 110: Mathematis and MusiHomework Assignment #7DUE DATE: Fri., April 7, start of lass.You should write up solutions neatly to all problems, making sure to show all your work. Youare strongly enouraged to work on these problems with other lassmates, although the solutionsyou turn in should be your own work.Note: Please list the names of any students or faulty who you worked with on the assignment.Musi is the arithmeti of sounds as optis is the geometry of light.Claude Debussy, . 19001. Read Chapter 6 of the ourse text, The geometry of musi by Wilfrid Hodges. Some of thismaterial was overed in lass at the start of the semester.2. On page 99, Hodges gives �ve di�erent lasses of symmetries, p1, ph, pv, p2, phv. For eah ofthe letters B, I, L, T and �, give the orresponding symmetry lass.3. At the start of the semester, we disussed three di�erent types of musial symmetries usedby omposers: transposition, retrograde and inversion. Desribe eah of the �ve di�erentlasses of symmetries p1, ph, pv, p2, phv using these musial terms. For example, lass p1orresponds to transposition beause the only symmetry inherent in a transposition is theidentity transformation. Note: Some lasses may involve more than one musial term.4. Give two examples (one from the text, one from Prof. Little's talk) of musi using symmetryp2. What type of symmetry does B�ela Bart�ok use in Mikrokosmos, No. 141, Subjet andreetion?5. Closure:a. Whih of the following sets are losed under addition?(i) The integers (ii) The rationals (iii) The irrationalsb. Whih of the following sets are losed under multipliation?(i) The integers (ii) The rationals (iii) The irrationals6. Multipliation of permutations: For this problem leta = (1 3 5 2 4 6) and b = (2 4 6 1 3 5)be two permutations in S6. Compute the following:a. a � bb. b � a. a2d. a4e. b�1 1



7. Finish ompleting the group multipliation table (Table 1) for the �rst lead of Plain BobMinimus. Instead of doing the multipliations out by hand, try using some of the identitiesdisussed in lass: �2 = e, �4 = e, (��)2 = (��)2 = e and ��� = �. This should save yousome time.8. Notie that the ompleted Table 1 shows that the set of permutations from the �rst lead ofPlain Bob Minimus (all it Set A) are losed under multipliation of permutations. Assoia-tivity follows sine the larger group S4 has assoiativity and e = rounds (the identity element)is the �rst hange in the lead. List the inverse of eah of the eight elements of the �rst leadand onlude that Set A is indeed a subgroup of order 8 of S4. (In other words, Set A is agroup all by itself.)9. Finish ompleting the group multipliation table (Table 2) for the symmetries of the square.This set is alled the Dihedral group of degree 4, denoted D4.10. Notie that the ompleted Table 2 shows that the symmetries of the square are losed underomposition. Assoiativity follows from the de�nition of omposition of funtions and theidentity element is ontained in the set of symmetries. List the inverse of eah of the eightelements of D4 and onlude that D4 is a group of order 8.11. What do you notie about any row or any olumn in eah table?12. Is either group (Set A or D4) ommutative? In other words, is it true that a � b = b � a forevery element a; b in the group?13. Consider Table 2. In general, what is the omposition of two rotations? of two reetions? ofa rotation and a reetion?14. Bonus Question: Compare Tables 1 and 2. Make a bold and remarkable onjeture on-erning the groups given by Set A and D4. Try and be preise as possible.
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